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3*1 INTRODUCTION *-

This chapter deals with collection of secondary 

data regarding the deficit financing and sel - 

acted variables of Indian Economy. The to - 

get exact phenomena of relationship among 

selected variables, with deficit financing, 

data has been analysed with the help of sel

ected statistical techniques like trend values 

by least square method and coefficient of 

correlation. The coefficient of correlation 

between selected variables and deficit fina

ncing have enabled to interpret© data meaning

fully* At first basic secondary data of deficit 

financing and of select®! variables is present

ed in various tables, and then trend values 

of each selected variables and deficit fin- 

ancing are shown in the following manners,

These trend values have enabled to get coe

fficient of corelation between deficit fin

ancing and selected variables
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3:2 DEFICIT FINANCING AMD PRICE INDEX;

It has been generally assumed that there is 

close relationship between deficit financing 

and price Index. The classical economists have 

strongly/argued that inflationary pressures follow 

the increase in deficit financing* On the con

trary modem economists are of the opinion that 

every rise in deficit financing does not create 

inflationary trends in prices as deficit fin — 

anclng helps to raise productivity of various 

sectors by mobilising resources* The present 

study has found out the factual relationship 

between deficit financing and wholesale price 

Indices in the Indian Economy for the period from 

1971-72 to 1985-86* The following table No.Ssl 

shows the changes in deficit financing and whole 

sale price Index in Indian Economy from the 

period 1971—72 to 1985—86*

9826
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TABLE HO, 3*1

Year Overall Deficit 
financing (Rs* In crores)

Wholesale price
Index Base year
1970-71 « 100

1971—72 808 100
1972-73 876 116,2
1973-74 554 113,9
1974-75 752 174,9
1975-76 291 173
1976-77 81 176,6
1977-78 1162 185,6
1978-79 496 185.7
1979-80 2620 217,6
1980-81 3474 257.3
1981-82 2412 280,6
1982-33 2476 286.6
1983-84 1968 316
1984-85 5183 338.4
1905-86 3249 357.8

SOURCE* Report on currency And Finance, Reserve 
Bank of India, various issues.



Table No* 3s1 shows that there is an increase

in deficit financing except in years 1973-76 

and 1976-77* The wholesale price Indices have 

also increased through out the years from 

1971-72 to 1985-86* Here the purpose of 

presenting above statistical data is to find 

out exact and factual relationship between
s these two variables* For this purpose, trend 

values of the figures of deficit financing 

and wholesale price Indices are drawn* The 

following table No* 332 presents the trend 

values of above two variables in Indian Econo

my from the period of 1971-72 to 19S5-86*
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TABLE NO, 3l2
TREND VALUES OF DEFICIT FINANCING AMD WHOLESALE

PRICE INDICES•

Year Trend values of Trend values of uhole- 
Deficit financing sale price Indices

1971*72 -25 95

1972-73 230 113

1973-74 485 131

1974-75 740 149

1975-76 995 167

1976-77 1250 185

1977-78 1505 203

1978-79 1760 221

1979-80 2015 239

1980-81 2270 257

1981-82 2525 275

1982-83 2780 293

1983-84 3035 311

1984-85 3290 329

1985-86 3545 348
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RESULT OF COEFFICIENT OF CORRELATION t- 

For finding out; exact and factual relationship 

between deficit financing and wholesale price 

Indices, coefficient of correlation is found 

out* This is calculated with the help of - 

trend values, values of deficit financing and 

wholesale price Indices* Equation for calculfe- 

ing coefficient of correlation is 

The coefficient of correlation between these 

two variables for the period i971-72 to 1985-
486 is found as a r=»Q*99* This result shows 

. that there is high degree of positive corre

lation between deficit financing and whole

sale price Indices for the period from 1971- 

72 to 1985-86*

3*3 DEFICIT FINANCING AMD KOREY SUPFLTa-feO)

, In India deficit financing has been used to 

cover the gap arisad due to excess of expen

diture over the revenues* One generally acce

pted way of covering that gap is creating 

additional money supply. In Indian sense

deficit financing has mainly supported by
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creating additional money. The collected 

data of money supply (M3) for the period 

from 1971-72 to 1985-86 shows that there is 

increasing -trend of money supply. And at the 

same tin?e# there has been increase in deficit 

financing also, ihe following table No. 3*3 

presents the changes in deficit financing and 

Money supply (M3) in the Indian economy from 

1971-72 to 1985-86*
TABLE UOt 3*3

»ni nannnii—WTwir

CHANGES in DEFICIT FINANCING AND MONEY SUPPLY(M3) *

Year Overall deficit
financing
(8s* in crores)

Money supply (M3)
( Rs« in crores)

1971-72 808 12314
1972-73 976 15033
1973-74 554 17571
1974-75 752 19457
1975-76 291 22285
1976-77 81 27279
1977-78 1162 32906
1978-79 496 39861
1979-89 2620 46792
1980-81 2412 46801
1981-82 2412 55358
1983-84 1968 85899
1984-85 5183 101957
1985-86 3249 118338
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(SOURCEt Currency And finance Report, R.B.X# 

various issues) Above table No, 3*3 shows that 

except in 1975-76, 1976-77 and in 1978-79, 

there is consistent increase in the deficit 

financing. But the supply of money (M3) has 

consistently increased over the years# Hhen 

there are decreased trends of deficit fina

ncing in the years 1975-76 and in 1976-77, 

the supply money (M3) has consistently 

increased in these years. Here the study 

is undertaken to examine whether deficit
rj

financing and supply of money (M3) changed 

in the same direction.

She original figures of deficit financing 

and supply of money (M3) are converted into 

the trend value a by applying the statistical 

technique of calculating trend values by least 

square method, the following table No. 3*4 

presents the trend values of the deficit 

financing and supply of money (M3) in Indian 

economy fro® the period for 1971-72 to 1985-86#
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TABLE HO. 3:4 t/

TREND VALUES OF DEFICIT FINANCING AMD SUPPLY OF
MONEY (M3)

Year Trend values of Money 
suraolv (M3)

Trend values of Defi
cit financina

1971-72 1526 -25
1972-73 5468 230
1973-74 12462 485
1974-75 19456 740
1975-76 26450 995
1976-77 33444 1220*
1977-78 40438 1505 -
1978-79 47432 1760
1979-80 54426 2015
1980-81 47432 2270
1981-82 68414 2525
1982-83 75408 2780
1983-84 82402 3035
1984-85 89pS 3290
1985-86 96390 3545

I
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RESULTS OF COEFFICIENT OP CORRELATIONS*

With tiie help of trend values of deficit finan- 

cing and supply of money (M3) the coefficient 

of correlation between these two variables is 

found out by using following equation of coe - 

fficient of correlation.

The coefficient of correlation between these 

two variables has found as a r ^0.99. Thus 

this resuit of coefficient of correlation 

r»0,99 explain that there has been a high 

degree possitive relationship between deficit 

financing and money supply (M3) in the Indian 

Economy from the period for 1971-72 to -

1985-86*
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3*4 DEFICIT FINANCING AND NGN—DEVELOPMENTALf "M w«»«r.rii'nirn

EXPENDITURE OF CENTRAL GOVERNMENT OF INDIA*

Theoretical view regarding the deficit finan

cing and non-developmental expenditure is that 

to fulfill the need of increasing non develop

mental expenditure, the tool of deficit finan

cing is selected and utilised easily* The non 

developmental expenditure of the central gov - 

eminent of India comprises the following items 

of expenditure*

i) The expenditure on collection of taxes and 

duties*
ii) Audit expenditure,

iii) Interest payment and servicing of debt*

iv) Administrative services# police and external 

affairs*

v) Grants to the states and union territory 

of non developmental purposes*

vi) Compensation and Assignments to local bodies*

vii) Expenditure on technical and economic c,o -



viil) Defence Expenditure*
ix> Other Expenditures.
x) Accounting transfer and write backs.

Non developmental expenditure of the central

government of India has increased every year

from 1971-72 to 1985-86 similarly at the sane

time deficit financing has also increased.

Bare the account of deficit financing and that

of non developmental expenditure of central

Government is taken. The following table No.

3*5 presents year wise changes in non develop -

mental expenditure of central Government md

deficit financing of Government of India from

1971—72 to 1985-86.
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TABLE KQi 3t5
“CHANGES IH NQyUDEVELQBi BNXAL EXPENDITURE AMD

DEFICIT FINANCING"

Years Hon Developmental Expenditure 
(Rs. In Crores)

Deficit financing
(Rs. In crores)

1971-72 3584 808
3.972-73 3900 ,876
1973-74 3159 554
1974-75 4035 752
1975-76 5032 291
1976-77 5279 81
1977-78 5116 1162
1978-79 6435 496
1979-80 6989 2620
1980-81 8929 3474
1981-82 9343 2412
1982-83 11424 2476
1983-84 13445 1968
1984-85 15971 5183
1985-86 19911 3249

sources Currency And Finance Report# Reserve Bank of India# various issues.



Table No. 3s 5 presents the overall changes 

In the amount of deficit financing and non

developmental ©sspenditura# These two •' 

variables are studied further to get exec* 

relationship between thorn. For this purpose
i

the trend values of deficit financing and 

non developmental expenditure of central

Government of Indio ere found out. 9be
„ \

following table No# 3*6 have presented «•

i

the trend values of these two variables}



*T£BLE NO* 3S6*

TREED VALVES OF DEFICIT FINANCING mD M08-

devteloembkpai. exp eebpiture*

Years Trend values of Kon Trenc2 values of
Developmental Deficit financing
QxnQndlfcura

1972^72 919 -25

1972*73 2012 23Q

1973*74 3045 485

1974-75 4078 740

1975-76 5111 995

1976-77 6144 1250

1977-78 7177 *"* 1505

1978-79 8210 1670

1979-80 9243 2015

1980-81 10276 2270

1981-82 11309 2525

1982-83 13375 3035

1983-04 13375 3035

1985-05 11408 3290

1985-06 15441 3545
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RESULT OF COBggICISBg OF CORRELATIONa 

Table 8©« 3*6 shows the trend values of deficit 

financing and non developmental expenditure* - 

Further these figures of trend values of above 

two variables for the period fro® 1971-72 -to 

1985-86 are calculated to gat coefficient of 

correlation* By using the statistical equation 

of coefficient of corrlation* 

here the exact and factual relationship between 

above two variables is found out* The ooaffici - 

ent of correlation of these two variables is 

r«0* 2* This value of coefficient of correlation 

explains that there is normal degree of possitive 

correlation between above two variables*

3*5 “DEFICIT FINANCING AND GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT 

AT CURRENT PRICES*

THEORETICAL APPROACH*—

The classical economist have strongly opposed 

the deficit financing on the Issues that it 

inspite of recurring the ills of economy? raises 

the problems in economy* But Keynesian and post

Keynesian economists have refused the views of
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classical economists According to them deficit 

financing acts as a net addition to tbs per - 

chasing power, which can transfer real resour

ces from the consumption to investment sector# 

secondly it acts as a stimulator to increase 

demand for goods and services in the economy* 

This increased demand stimulates tha production 

sector £*e« In increasing Gross Domestic pro - 

duct# Here they are studied to find out the 

factual relationship hatween deficit financing 

and Gross Domestic product in Indian economy* 

The period within which these two variables ere 

changed is taken from 1971-72 to 1983-84* In 

this period both these variables have changed* 

The following table Wo* 3s7 shows the trends 

of change between above two variables compare - 

tively*
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CHANGES IN DEFICIT FINANCING AND GROSS DOMESTIC
PRGDUOS

Year Deficit financing (Ns.In crores) G«D*P«at currantMarket prices <Rs* In crores)
1971-72 808 43367
1972-73 876 47919
1973**74 554 58994
1974-75 752 69674
1975-76 29i^~ 74344
1976-77 81 80198
1977-78 1162 .89848
1978-79 496 97748
1979-80 2620 107542
1980-81 3474 127453
1981-82 2412 135812
1982-83 2476 165136
1983-84 1963 194061
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^sources Currency And Finance Repost# R#B#1* 
various is3aaa*

She table Wo# 3s 7 has given account of changes 

In the selected two variables. She Gross dome - 

Stic product at current prices# has raised through 

out the years which are selected for the purpose 

of study# And in these years the amount of - 

deficit financing has also increased from - 

I971--72 to 1983-84* The main approach behind 

the comparative study between these -tuo veri - 

ablas was finding out the oxoct relationship 

between these two variables* So that# trend 

values of these selected variables are found 

out# The following table Wo* 3s8 has present - 

ad the trend values of deficit financing and 

trend values ox Gross Domestic product at 

currant market prices for the period from 

1971-72 to 1983—84#
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•T2VBL2 HO. 3s8

aauaro vtmsa of deficit mmmma $m gross

DQttBflfflC mODXJGSm

Year Tread values of 
Es££eSfe fissn- 
einct

Trend values of 
<?» £•»!>• at currant;
Drlces-

1971*72 -25 31652

1972-73 230 54232

1973*74 485 54232

1974*75 740 65522

1975-76 995 76812

1976-77 1250 88102

1977-78 1505 99392

1978-79 1760 110682

1979*80 2015 121972

1980-81 2270 133262

1981-82 2525 144S52

1982-83 2780 155842

1983-84 3035 167132



RESULTS OF C&BFffXCISHT OF CDRRSL&TXOH»

Mtea other variables# here also# the comparative 

study between deficit financing and Gross dome - 

Stic product at current market prices of Indian 

economy from the year 1971-72 to 1983-84 has 

been undertaken* In table 2ft>. 3i8 trend values 

of deficit financing and Gross Domestic product 

has calculated* with the help of these trend 

* values the coefficient of correlation is found 

cut*. The coefficient of correlation between
*4*these two selected values is r-0*98* This value 

of r(coefficient of correlation) between sal — 

acted variables for the period from 1971-72 

to 1983-84 has shown that deficit financing 

and Gross Domestic products have high degree 

of possitive correlation.

Deficit financing has decreased in the years 

1975-76* 1976-37 and in the year 1978-79* But 

at that time Gross Domestic product has cot 

decreased* In all the selected years the 

Gross Domestic product at current market

prices have raised.


